HHA Top Diagnoses Report

- Lists the top diagnosis categories for episodes ending in the most recent calendar year (CY) by total number of episodes.
- Also reports the proportion of episodes to total episodes, number of visits and average number of visits for each category.
- Clinical Classification Software is used to collapse the principal diagnosis code for episodes ending in the CY into general categories.
- The PEPPER includes two reports: One for the HHA, another for all HHAs in the MAC jurisdiction.
- Supplemental report; has no bearing on outlier status or risk for improper payments.
HHA Top Therapy Report

- For episodes ending in the most recent CY, lists the top five diagnosis categories for five episode categories:
  - Early episodes, 0-13 therapy visits
  - Early episodes, 14-19 therapy visits
  - Late episodes, 0-13 therapy visits
  - Late episodes, 14-19 therapy visits
  - Early or late episodes, 20+ therapy visits
HHA Top Therapy Report, cont.

- Reports the number and average number of episodes, number and average number of therapy visits.
- The PEPPER includes two reports: One for the HHA and another for all HHAs in the MAC jurisdiction.
- Supplemental report; has no bearing on outlier status or risk for improper payments.